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Today’s Presentation

Overview of social media

Uses and benefits of social media

How LPBA uses social media

Implementing social media in the legal 
profession

Getting yourself in trouble with social media



Digital Marketing for LPBA Members





The State of our Social Media Status Quo

“...being able to share our 
thoughts triggers the 
same pleasure sectors of 
our brain that food and 
money trigger.” 

-Convince and Convert





The best digital content are the stories a brand 

can tell.

Talking back to consumers is more valuable 

than advertising to them.

Analytical data helps SiarzaSD perform better 

over time.

Who are you trying to bring 

to your organization?

Are you an upbeat culture 

or a professional culture?

Can your customers see 

themselves using you?

Why should they care 

about your message?



Facebook
Groups

Pages

Individual Profiles





Never ignore the personal pages

Identity and voice

Character and persona



Twitter





LinkedIn
Individual Company Pages

Articles

Connections





Social Media for Legal Professionals

 Social media provides a marketing platform

○ Similar to TV and newspaper ads

 Social media helps to coordinate large groups

○ Replaced phone trees



Social Media for Legal Professionals

 Helps new clients locate law firms

○ Similar to a website or yellow pages listing

 Social media provides a non-threatening means for new clients to contact 

legal firms for assistance

○ Studies show that many individuals have a “telephone fear”



How Social Media Goes Wrong

At its core, social media is a series of communication platforms

Information can be sent quickly without time for reflection

○ Similar to phone calls, text messages and e-mail

It may not be possible to know all the recipients

Message are often sent without proper proof-reading



“Once it’s on the Internet, it’s there forever,” he 
continued. “There is no expectation of privacy 

when you post something on Facebook.”
ERAU student sues professor over Facebook message



Student Sues Professor

Professor and student were members of a flying club. When the club 
dissolved, emotions ran high.

The professor told a 70+ group of club members that the student was “a 
troubled student”.

The student hired counsel and filed a libel action in FL State Court.



Discussion

What digital marketing or  marketing efforts does your law firm do?

What lead/business struggles are you currently going through, in terms of 
new clients?

If you were to rate your digital marketing internally, on a scale from 1 to 10, 
what would you rate yourself?


